Complete Jazz Trumpet Book
Patterns for Jazz stands as a monument
among jazz educational materials.
Condensed charts and pertinent
explanations are conveniently inserted
throughout the book to give greater
clarity to the application of more than
400 patterns built on chords and
scales---from simple (major) to complex
(lydian augmented scales).
AN INTERACTIVE, SWING-ALONG PICTURE
BOOK—WITH 12 SOUND CHIPS! Are you ready
to swing? Discover the wonders of jazz:
How to get in the groove, what it means
to play a solo, and the joy of singing
along in a call-and-response. In this
interactive swing-along picture book
with 12 sound chips, you’ll hear the
instruments of jazz—the rhythm section
with its banjo, drums, and tuba, and
the leads, like the clarinet, trumpet,
and trombone. And you’ll hear singers
scat, improvising melodies with
nonsense syllables like be-bop and doowe-ah! Along the way, you’ll learn how
this unique African American art form
started in New Orleans, and how jazz
changed over time as innovative
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musicians like King Oliver, Louis
Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and Billie
Holiday added their own ideas to it.
Press the buttons to hear the band, the
rhythms, and the singer calling out:
“OH WHEN THE SAINTS—oh when the
saints…”
These solos can be played with or
without the original recordings.
Contains improvised solos of artists
such as Randy Brecker, Clifford Brown,
Miles Davis, Kenny Dorham, Art Farmer,
Woody Shaw, and others.
Do It!
Arban's Complete Conservatory Method
for Trumpet
Connecting Chords with Linear Harmony
A Comprehensive Method for Jazz Style
and Improvisation. Clarinet
The Trumpet Book
New Orleans Trumpet
Jazz Improvisation focuses on the communicative
and technical aspects of improvisation and makes
an excellent resource for both pros and aspiring
improvisers. Assimilate and execute chord
progressions, substitutions, turn arounds and
construct a melody and jazz chorus.
A step-by-step comprehensive approach designed
to help the student progress and excel technically!
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This method was written to enable the trumpet
student to develop into a complete and well-round
musician capable of successfully meeting the
challenges of contemporary and traditional trumpet
performance. Includes scale, articulation, range,
and rhythmic studies, as well as original solos and
duets.
The most highly-acclaimed jazz theory book ever
published! Over 500 pages of comprehensive, but
easy to understand text covering every aspect of
how jazz is constructed---chord construction, II-VI progressions, scale theory, chord/scale
relationships, the blues, reharmonization, and much
more. A required text in universities world-wide,
translated into five languages, endorsed by Jamey
Aebersold, James Moody, Dave Liebman, etc.
Artist Transcriptions - Trumpet
Welcome to Jazz
The Trumpet, Jazz, and American Culture
A Comprehensive Method for All Musicians
Patterns for jazz
An Introduction to Jazz Harmony, Technique and
Improvisation

Book 2 contains more improvised solos from more great
artists such as Chet Baker, Donald Byrd, Freddie Hubbard,
Dizzie Gillespie, Booker Little, Fats Navarro, and others.
The trumpet can be a beautifully lyrical instrument. Often
not enough emphasis is placed on making the instrument
sing. The 20 ballads contained in this book are designed to
develop a lyrical sense. Play the pieces in a relaxed and free
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manner. Avoid playing too loud. On these pieces, when in
doubt, play a notch softer thanyou might think normal.
Strive for long phrases and let the melodies sing freelyfrom
your trumpet. I think that if you play a number of these
ballads as part of yourdaily practice you will see a definite
growth in your ability to play in a beautifully free style.
A comprehensive text teaching elements of jazz phrasing,
articulation, vibrato, harmony, and technical studies leading
to improvisation. for the flute student beginning the serious
study of jazz and contemporary styles, this book will help in
many ways. Phrasing and interpretation of rhythms are
studied through exercises and original pieces. Scale and
arpeggio studies will help the student learn both the music
theory and technical skills needed to improvise.
28 Modern Jazz Trumpet Solos, Book 2
Trumpet Method
Complete Jazz Clarinet Book
Hotter Than That
Beginner Jazz Soloing For Trumpet
First 50 Songs You Should Play On Ocarina
(Jazz Transcriptions). The Trumpet Omnibook
features transcriptions of solos as played by some of
the world's leading jazz artists, including Dizzy
Gillespie, Nat Adderley, Clifford Brown, Freddie
Hubbard, Arturo Sandoval and others. Songs
include: "Birdland" as played by Maynard Ferguson,
"Rise" by Herb Albert, "Riverboat Shuffle" by Bix
Beiderbecke, "Seven Steps to Heaven" by Miles
Davis, "Strausbourg St. Denis" by Roy Hargrove,
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"There Will Never Be Another You" by Chet Baker,
"West End Blues" as played by Louis Armstrong,
and many more.
This comprehensive method includes every
conceivable aspect of jazz bass performance. It
begins with the teaching of the basics using
illustrations of hand positions, basic theory, the first
position, how to read music, fingering, accelerated
fingerboard studies, a fingerboard note location chart
to the 12th fret, four-string studies, rhythm studies,
syncopated rhythms and dotted notes. the book then
introduces the second through seventeenth position,
scale and arpeggio studies, accelerated fingerings
using two-octave scales and various arpeggios,
chord applications, rhythm patterns, extension
fingerings, and harmonic minor and harmonized
major scales using diatonic 7th chords. Part IV
consists of theory for the bassists, chord
construction, relating chord symbols and numbers,
and the harmonized major, natural, harmonic, and
ascending (jazz) melodic minor scales. Diagrams of
26 chords with the transposition charts using G and
C fingerings are included. Each progression covers
many playing styles encountered by the modern
bassist, including: walking, 2-beat, syncopated
rhythms(funk), Latin, bebop changes, pop-rock,
blues, traditional blues, deadened-string technique,
funk playing plus full chord progressions within
tunes. Chords are suggested for the very diverse
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bass lines, syncopated patterns, scales and
arpeggios. Written in standard notation with chord
diagrams.
A comprehensive study text for students beginning a
serious study of jazz. The first part of the book
begins by teaching elements of jazz phrasing,
articulation, vibrato and interpretation of rhythms
through exercises and original pieces. Next, the
book encourages improvisational skills through both
theoretical and technical studies of scales and
chords. The second half of the book builds on the
skills learned in the first part with an in-depth study
of the theory, which underlies improvisational
techniques including scales, modal concepts and
chord construction. Ear training, particularly the
development of the ability to hear chord
progressions is also emphasized
The Trumpet
JAZZ METHOD FOR TRUMPET
Play Trumpet : a World of Musical Enjoyment at
Your Fingertips. Book 1
Complete Jazz Styles Duets Book 1 Trumpet
Mel Bay's Trumpet Method
The Trumpet Kings
James Rae's highly successful method Progressive Jazz Studies has
given countless aspiring jazz players the confidence to play with
real style. Now with Jazz Trumpet Studies, 78 of Rae's studies are
brought together into a single great-value book, from Grade 1 to 5
(elementary to late intermediate). Part 1 introduces the beginner to
jazz rhythms including swing quavers, syncopation and
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anticipation; Part 2 contains fully graded melodic jazz studies; and
Part 3 develops confidence within common jazz tonalities: wholetone, diminished and blues scales, modes and the II-V-I chord
sequence.
(Schott). This method provides a complete course for players of all
ages, guiding students from their first note to 'classics', together
with compositions by contemporary writers. Accompanied by high
quality rhythm section track recordings accessed online. Right from
the start, students can enjoy authentic jazz sounds, playing in the
company of professionals. With step-by-step instruction and a
progression of specially written pieces, the fundamental elements of
good technique are introduced alongside the rhythmic subtleties of
jazz. Improvisation is encouraged from an early stage and is given
direction through the systematic study of scales and arpeggios and
advice on ear-training and chord patterns. With supplementary
suggestions for listening and reading, and an Appendix containing
all the chord progressions for 'live' accompaniment of the tunes, The
Jazz Method is ideally suited to both students working alone and
those learning with a teacher. "John O'Neill has a solid
understanding of jazz and how it can be taught. I highly recommend
his educational jazz materials." (Jamey Aebersold) "...a rare
opportunity for a new player (or a more experienced one) to
develop a really musical facility. A rare addition to the jazz
improvising library." (Lee Konitz, international jazz saxophone
soloist) - includes 'classics' by Thelonious Monk, Charlie Parker,
Sonny Rollins and Horace Silver - "...very good original jazz tunes
that students will use as stepping stones for further development... a
non-jazz-playing flute teacher would probably find the book a
godsend especially if students are studying GCSE music." (Steve
Tayton, Jazz Journal International) Part one: The foundation
Techniques * Part two: Playing the Music * Part three: Appendices
In The World of Jazz Trumpet - A Comprehensive History and
Practical Philosophy, acclaimed jazz trumpet soloist Scotty
Barnhart examines the political, social and musical conditions that
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led to the creation of jazz as America's premier art form. He traces
the many factors that enabled freed slaves and their descendants to
merge the blues, gospel, classical marches, and African rhythms to
create a timeless and profound art that, since its inception, circa
1900, continues to have a major impact on all music. The World of
Jazz Trumpet is a must-have study of the jazz trumpet for students,
instructors, and professional musicians, as well as for anyone who
appreciates the genre. Readers will appreciate Barnhart's personal
and professional connection to a major part of American and world
history. This book fills a major void in the world of jazz education
as well as in general music education. With entries on 800
trumpeters, it is destined to become required reading in thousands
of colleges, schools and homes around the world.
The Art of Jazz Trumpet
Complete Jazz Flute Book
Complete Jazz Bass Book
For B-Flat Instruments Transcribed Exactly from Artist Recorded
Solos
Jazz Improvisation (Revised)
The Players who Shaped the Sound of Jazz Trumpet

This collection of 500 profiles covers legends plus lesserknown but also noteworthy trumpeters from all jazz eras.
Overall contributions to the world of jazz are described, plus
stories of colleagues, individual career details, and
recommended recordings. Photos.
(Brass). This book provides a comprehensive guide to jazz
trumpet. Each chapter contains tunes and exercises that will
improve your playing in all areas your technique, reading,
creativity, improvisation and theory will all benefit as you gain
an understanding of the history of jazz and of its innovators.
Author Ollie Weston introduces you to the language of jazz
and then goes on to focus on musical and theoretical concepts.
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Key techniques and styles explained include blues, bebop,
chord types, funk, pentatonics, Latin, II-V-I progression,
modal, and song forms and turnarounds. The book covers clear
and concise guidance thrugh harmonic and theoretical
concepts, with demo solos played by editor Mark Armstrong
and outstanding backing tracks on the accompanying CD.
(Instrumental Folio). Instrumentalists will love these
collections of 130 popular solos, including: Another One Bites
the Dust * Any Dream Will Do * Bad Day * Beauty and the
Beast * Breaking Free * Clocks * Edelweiss * God Bless the
U.S.A. * Heart and Soul * I Will Remember You * Imagine *
Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye * Satin Doll * United We
Stand * You Raise Me Up * and more.
A Swing-Along Celebration of America’s Music, Featuring
“When the Saints Go Marching In”
Trumpet Omnibook
Big Book of Trumpet Songs (Songbook)
Exploring Jazz Trumpet
The Louis Armstrong Collection (Songbook)
Mel Bay's complete jazz trumpet book

A comprehensive study text teaching elements of jazz
phrasing, articulation, vibrato, chord studies, and technical
studies leading to improvisation. In addition, a theory
workbook section teaches scales, modal concepts and
chord construction. Includes jazz trumpet studies and
trumpet improvising.
(Guitar Collection). If you're new to jazz guitar, you are
probably eager to learn some songs. This book provides
chord-melody style arrangements in standard notation and
tab for the most popular songs jazz guitarists like to play.
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This accessible collection of must-know jazz hits include:
All the Things You Are * Body and Soul * Don't Get
Around Much Anymore * Fly Me to the Moon (In Other
Words) * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) * I
Got Rhythm * Laura * Misty * Night and Day * Satin
Doll * Summertime * When I Fall in Love * and more.
(Music Sales America). A comprehensive study of
modern jazz trumpet playing by renowned jazz musician
John McNeil. Contains a personal history of jazz trumpet,
articulation, valve technique, and alternate fingerings.
This complete edition combines and updates the earlier
works and includes a CD as a practice aid.
21 Solo Etudes for Jazz Phrasing, Interpretation and
Improvisation. Trompete. Ausgabe Mit Mp3-CD.
Trumpet Ballads
Mel Bay's Complete Jazz Flute Book
Complete Jazz Trumpet Book
Complete Jazz Styles Introductory Etudes in Jazz
Comprehension Book 2 Trumpet
28 Modern Jazz Trumpet Solos
Specifically designed to teach jazz basics to students with 1 or
2 years playing experience, but with no prior experience
playing jazz. Great for individual or classroom use. Teaches
the basics of swing style in a step-by-step approach using wellknown songs. Improvisation is made easy starting with simple
2-measure phrases. Scales and basic theory are introduced in a
simple and easy to understand approach. 2 CD's are included
with recordings of all exercises and arrangements. Other
features: 7 full band arrangements, sample solos, jazz history
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and people.
(Artist Transcriptions). The All Music Guide regards trumpet
virtuoso Louis Armstrong as "the most important musician in
(jazz's) history." This great songbook features note-for-note
transcriptions of this legend's trumpet playing on 16 songs he's
famous for: Basin Street Blues * Cornet Chop Suey * Gut
Bucket Blues * Hotter Than Hot * Shine * Tiger Rag * When
the Saints Go Marching In * and more. Includes a bio and
discography.
Titles are: Swingin' for the Fences * La Almeja Pequena *
Hunting Wabbits * Whodunnit? * Count Bubbas Revenge *
Get in Line * Horn of Puente * The Jazz Police * High
Maintenance * Cut 'n Run.
The World of Jazz Trumpet
First 50 Jazz Standards You Should Play on Guitar
A Comprehensive History & Practical Philosophy
Trumpet
Jazz Conception Trumpet
Essential Elements for Jazz Ensemble

A complete pedagogical method for students of trumpet
and cornet, this "brass bible" contains hundreds of
exercises from basics to advanced. Includes the author's
famous arrangement of Carnival in Venice.
In Beginner Jazz Soloing For Trumpet the art of
improvisation for beginners is broken down into six steps
that guide students to become confident improvisers. You
will become fully equipped to improvise a solo with
confidence.
(Ocarina). One-of-a-kind collection of accessible, mustknow favorites from the Beatles to Adele, folk songs, to
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movie soundtracks, and more! Songs include: Fight Song
* Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) * Hallelujah *
Just the Way You Are * Let It Be * Let It Go * Roar *
Rolling in the Deep * Satin Doll * Shake It Off * Stand by
Me * Summertime * Take Me Home, Country Roads *
Uptown Funk * Yesterday * and more.
The Jazz Theory Book
Jazz Trumpet Studies
The Beginner's Guide To Jazz Improvisation For Trumpet
Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band
The Jazz Method for Trumpet
A cultural history of the trumpet traces its rise from a court
instrument in ancient Egypt and regimental staple in military
marching bands to a pivotal component in the founding of
jazz, documenting the pioneering efforts of Buddy Bolden to
reinvent trumpet music as a vital art form.
(Jazz Book). A study of three basic outlines used in jazz
improv and composition, based on a study of hundreds of
examples from great jazz artists.
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